GET TO KNOW YOUR CLASSMATES. WALK AROUND THE ROOM, AND HAVE A
PERSON SIGN HIS OR HER NAME NEXT TO A DESCRIPTION THAT FITS THEM. NOT ALL
CHOICES MAY BE USED. YOU CANNOT HAVE THE SAME PERSON SIGN TWICE.
MEET YOUR PEERS. HAVE FUN!

FIND SOMEONE WHO…..
1) Recycles plastic
____________________________________
2) Keeps a compost pile
____________________________________
3) Has done a beach clean-up
___________________________________
4) Uses canvas or mesh shopping bags ___________________________________
5) Reuses items whenever possible
___________________________________
6) Has been to the everglades
___________________________________
7) Has been swimming with manatees ___________________________________
8) Will not buy Styrofoam products
___________________________________
9) Is a member of an environmental organization ____________________________
10) Rides a bike instead of driving, when possible ____________________________
11) Walks instead of driving, when possible _________________________________
12) Has water conservation devices in a home toilet __________________________
13) Uses public transportation
___________________________________
14) Recycles cardboard
___________________________________
15) Examines the water bill when it comes __________________________________
16) Has energy-efficient appliances at home ________________________________
17) Owns a hybrid car
___________________________________
18) Has helped out with disaster relief
___________________________________
19) Participated in Earth Day events
___________________________________
20) Can tell you what the “three environmental R’s” mean ______________________
21) Can name three environmental organizations ____________________________
22) Can give the chemical formula for ozone ________________________________
23) Can name the closest Florida estuary _________________________________
24) Has water conservation device in a home faucet __________________________
25) Turns off lights when leaving an empty room _____________________________
26) Recycles newspapers on a regular basis ________________________________
27) Checks for leaks in sinks and pipes ___________________________________
28) Recycles aluminum
___________________________________
29) Examines the power bill when it comes __________________________________
30) Can tell you for formula for sulfuric acid _________________________________
31) Recycles at school
___________________________________
32) Knows who Julia Butterfly Hill is
___________________________________
33) Picks up litter
___________________________________
34) Has written letter(s) to politicians about environmental issues ________________
35) Subscribes to environmental magazine(s) ________________________________
36) Has a poster of wildlife in their bedroom _________________________________
37) Has seen a garbage dump
__________________________________
38) Recycles glass
__________________________________
39) Consciously buys recycled products __________________________________
40) Keeps car in good shape to maximize efficiency __________________________

